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We show that an ultra-high-pressure plasma can be generated when an aligned nanowire is irradiated by
a laser with relativistic transparent intensity. Using a particle-in-cell simulation, we demonstrate that the
expanded plasma following the z pinch becomes relativistically transparent and compressed longitudinally by
the oscillating component of the ponderomotive force. The compressed structure persists throughout the pulse
duration with a maximum pressure of 40 Tbar when irradiated with a laser at an intensity of 1023 W cm−2, 5×
higher than the z-pinch pressure. These results suggest an alternative approach to extending the current attainable
pressure in the laboratory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Matter under ultra-high pressure is crucial in the advance-
ment of inertial confinement fusion [1–3] and the study
of warm dense matter [4,5]. This type of matter can be
found in the interiors of planets and stars with Mbar-to-
Gbar pressures [6,7]. Gigabar pressures can be achieved
in the laboratory using a laser-based method [8–11]. Ter-
abar pressures were predicted when a nanowire target is
irradiated with an ultraintense laser. [12,13]. The forma-
tion of a high-pressure environment using z pinch and
the associated instability has been extensively discussed
in magnetic confinement fusion [14,15] or pulsed-power
accelerators [16,17].

Aligned nanowires heated with a 0.6 J laser pulse were
demonstrated to achieve a pressure of 125 Gbar [12]. The
strong laser irradiation of a nanowire array provides a unique
z pinch capable of compressing a solid to 100× its initial
mass density [18]. The scaling of solid compression against
laser intensity using a particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation shows
that the radius of the nanowire can be compressed down to
0.1× its initial radius with a0 = 17. Here, a0 = eE0/(mcωL)
is the normalized laser amplitude, where E0 is the peak laser
field strength, ωL is the laser angular frequency, and e and
m are the charge and mass of the electron. PIC simulations
also show that energy densities in excess of 80 GJ cm−3 could
be obtained in the expanding plasma with a laser intensity of
1022 W cm−2 (a0 = 34), reaching pressures of 350 Gbar [12].
Further, scaling to 7 Tbar pressure was predicted. A similar
simulation indicates that the energy density of 0.1 TJ cm−3

can be obtained by irradiating a laser with an intensity of
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1023 W cm−2 onto a foam target made of disordered carbon
nanowires [13]. The pressure obtained with a nanowire array
is comparable to the laser ICF and Z-machine at Sandia Na-
tional Laboratory [19–21], which is of order Gbar but with a
more compact setup.

Typically, the nanowire z pinch occurs during the rising
edge of an ultraintense femtosecond laser pulse and produces
an ultradense electron bunch of 1–2 µm length that propagates
with the laser along the nanowires. Then, the compressed
nanowire expands to fill the void rapidly, limiting further laser
penetration. However, the onset of relativistic self-induced
transparency (RT) when the peak of the laser pulse arrives
with higher intensities allows further laser penetration. Exper-
iments with a plane or nanowire target in the RT regime have
been demonstrated to improve the ion acceleration [22–24].
To our knowledge, the plasma pressure of laser-irradiated
solid targets under the RT regime has yet to be identified.
The use of nanowires may lead to different phenomena that
warrant further investigation.

In this paper, we present ultra-high-pressure generation
when an aligned nanowire is irradiated with a laser pulse of
relativistic transparent intensity. We show that the transparent
plasma following the z pinch is compressed by the oscillating
component of the ponderomotive force. This results in the
formation of periodic plasma layers separated by λL/2. Our
simulation shows that the pressure of these plasma layers
reaches 40 Tbar, 5× higher than the pressure generated by a z
pinch when irradiated with a laser of intensity 1023 W cm−2.
Since the z pinch is absent in the RT regime, the limitation
characterizing the pressure such as a kink instability is no
longer relevant. Ultra-high-pressure plasma layers persist for
the whole duration of the laser pulse and remain in Tbar
pressures within 100 fs. This regime suggests an alternative
approach for generating ultra-high pressure to the subpetabar
regime.
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FIG. 1. 3D PIC simulation of ultra-high-pressure formation by
an intense laser pulse with a copper nanowire attached to the alu-
minum substrate. Electrons are ionized from the surface and move
in the forward direction (blue, forward current). The colored arrows
indicate the direction of the current while electrons move in the
reverse direction. A return current is created (red). The quasistatic
azimuthal magnetic field Bθ pinches the nanowire.

II. METHODS

We performed full three-dimensional relativistic particle-
in-cell (PIC) simulations using the PICONGPU code [25]
version 5.0.0. The code consists of a standard PIC algorithm
in which the ponderomotive effects are included naturally.
The code is extended by taking into account the strong field
ionization [26,27], and radiation reaction [28].

The simulation box has dimensions of x × y × z = 0.5 ×
7.0 × 0.5 µm3 with spatial resolution �x × �y × �z =
7.8 × 1.97 × 7.8 nm3, and time step �t = 3.78 as. The num-
ber of particles per cell for the ion species is four while
the fourth-order particle shape function and current smooth-
ing were used to suppress the numerical heating. The initial
charge state of the ion is zero, and a mobile ion is imple-
mented. The strong field ionization was treated by tunneling
and barrier-suppression ionization [26,27]. The simulations
were performed with 16 Nvidia® V100 GPUs.

The nanowire was modeled as a copper rod with length
L = 5 µm and diameter d = 100 nm, attached to a 0.5-µm-
thick aluminum substrate as shown in Fig. 1. The copper
nanowire has a steplike profile with a mass density ρ0 =
8.96 g cm−3 (ni = 50ncr). The neighboring nanowire was
represented using periodic lateral boundary conditions. The
described z-pinch mechanism is also illustrated.

Since the present simulations consider the interaction
within a small area, the laser pulse was modeled as a lin-
early polarized plane wave with a central wavelength λL =
0.8 µm. The laser peak intensity is I0 = 1023 W cm−2 (a0 =
215) and irradiated onto the nanowire at normal incidence.
Here, a0 = eE0/(mcωL) is the normalized laser amplitude,
where E0 is the peak laser field strength, ωL = 2π/λL is
the laser central frequency, and e and m being the charge
and mass of the electron. The laser intensity temporal pro-
file is Gaussian, i.e., E0(y) = E0 exp[−(y − ct )2/4τ 2

L], where
τL = τFWHM/(2

√
2 ln 2), with pulse duration at full width

at half maximum (FWHM), τFWHM = 22 fs. The peak of
the laser pulse is at the tip of the nanowire at t = 0 and
propagates in the +y direction. The peak laser intensity is
chosen to be large enough for the onset of RT to overdense
plasma.

The pressure for equilibrium relativistic gas is derived from
relativistic hydrodynamics, and Ryu et al. [29] provides a
simple approximation as

p

ε
= 1 − δ + √

1 + 6δ + δ2

6
, (1)

where ε is the kinetic energy density, and δ = ρc2/ε is the
ratio of rest mass energy density to kinetic energy density.
Here, ρ is the rest mass density. For ultrarelativistic gas,
ε → ∞, and p = ε/3, while for nonrelativistic gas, ε → 0,
and p = 2ε/3.

The radiation emission via a strong field interaction was
included. The radiation emission is modeled with synchrotron
radiation, which incorporates the quantum electrodynamics
(QED) correction. Electron energy losses and radiation reac-
tion were self-consistently calculated. Only photons with an
oscillation period less than a grid size were calculated. For
brevity, details of the radiation emission in a strong field can
be referred to Ref. [30]. A discussion of gamma-ray emission
is out of the scope of this paper and will be presented else-
where.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Energy density and pressure

First, we examine the evolution of energy density. With
such a high laser intensity, the surface electrons of the
nanowire are rapidly ionized by the rising edge of the laser
pulse as shown in Fig. 2. At t = −24 fs, the laser intensity
at the nanowire tip is already 1.2 × 1020 W cm−2. The peak
intensity will reach the tip at t = 0. The ionized electrons
are ripped off and accelerated toward the substrate. Part of
the electrons enter the nanowire and excite a plasma wake-
field [31]. The z pinch has already begun at t = −17 fs, and
the energy density reaches the order of 1 TJ cm−3. The ultra-
dense electron bunch is propagating toward the substrate, and
the nanowire tip expands. At the tip, the peak energy density
is 3.75 TJ cm−3.

As the peak intensity approaches the nanowire tip, the
plasma becomes transparent to the laser field due to relativistic
self-induced transparency. The plasma is transparent when
ne < γ ncr, where γ = (1 + a2

0/2)1/2, and ncr = ε0mω2
L/e2 is

the critical density. Here, the relativistic critical density is
γ ncr = 2.65 × 1023 cm−3. After the z-pinch stage, the laser
pulse continues to penetrate deep into the target even if the
plasma has filled the void between the nanowires. Then,
periodic ultra-high-energy-density plasma layers are formed
inside the laser field as shown in Fig. 2 at t = 2 fs with a max-
imum energy density 115 TJ cm−3. The maximum pressure is
estimated to be 40 Tbar. The electron density of the ultradense
bunch has now exceeded 10 000ncr, but its energy density is
lower than that of the plasma layers and remain opaque to
the laser. The plasma layers have a separation of ∼λL/2 and
are formed via laser density modulation by the ponderomotive
force (Fig. 2 at t = 18 fs). The layers persist for the whole
duration of the laser pulse and cover the whole length of
the nanowire. The plasma across the nanowire starts to be-
come homogeneous from t = 100 fs with an energy density
of the order of ∼800 GJ cm−3. We then estimate the plasma
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FIG. 2. The 3D density and kinetic energy density distribution of 100-nm-diameter Cu nanowire irradiated by a laser with intensity
1023 W cm−2 at t = −24, −17, 2, 18, and 100 fs. The peak of the laser pulse reaches the tip of the nanowire at t = 0, indicated by the
dashed line. The laser pulse is propagating in the +y direction. The RT regime led to the plasma modulation with a period of λL/2 which is
stable throughout the duration of the laser pulse. The pressure scale at t = 2 fs is an estimation based on Ryu et al. [29] in ultrarelativistic and
nonrelativistic limits.

pressure from the kinetic energy density with a simple approx-
imation given by Ryu et al. [29], which is accurate to 1%.
We computed the pressure map together with the components

FIG. 3. The longitudinal cross section of (a) electric field com-
ponent Ez, (b) magnetic field component Bz, (c) electron pressure,
(d) ion pressure, and (e) electron temperature at t = 2 fs for laser
intensity 1023 W cm−2.

of the electromagnetic fields and temperature for a detailed
distribution. Figure 3(a) shows the transverse electric field Ez

at t = 2 fs. The charge separation field can be seen between
y = 1 and 4 µm, while the electric field between y = 4 and
6 µm is radially outward, similar to the current carrying wire.
Figure 3(b) shows the magnetic component Bz, where the
alternating component of the laser is between y = 1 and 4 µm
and the quasistatic field on the right surrounding the nanowire.
This quasistatic magnetic field reaches 0.7 MT (7 gigagauss).
Figure 3(c) shows the electron pressure map with the z pinch
located between y = 4 and 6 µm. The periodic structure of
pressure can be seen between y = 1 and 4 µm, where the
peaks are located at a minimum of Bz. Here, the plasma is fully
transparent to the laser fields. The ions also exhibit pinching
as shown in Fig. 3(d), but the expansion is slower and located
mainly around the center. The charge separation field pulls
the electron back transversely, resulting in a higher electron
pressure at the center than at the boundary. The electron
temperature of the plasma layers reaches 100 MeV while the
temperature of the z-pinch regime is one order smaller as
shown in Fig. 3(e).

B. z-pinch regime

In the z-pinch regime, the pressure profile can be described
by Bennett’s equilibrium, p(r) ∝ I2

0 R2
0/(r2 + R2

0)2, where I0

is the return current and R0 = 2
√

2λD(c/vy)(1 + Ti/ZTe)1/2 is
the characteristic radius [32,33] [see Supplemental Material
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FIG. 4. (a) The lineout of the total plasma pressure ptotal and
magnetic pressure pB at t = 2 fs and y = 5.19 µm. The green line is
the pressure profile according to Bennett’s equilibrium. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the boundaries where ptotal = pB. The maxi-
mum ptotal is 4× the maximum of pB. (b) The corresponding pressure
forces where the negative values indicate the direction of the forces.
(c) The total pressure force and magnetic tension force.

(SM) for the derivation [34]]. The pinch radius shrinks to
the order of Debye’s lengths λD = (ε0kBTe/nee2)1/2 when the
return current in which the fast electron is relativistic. That is
to say, the peak pressure of a z pinch is limited by the Debye’s
length and the return current. Here, the maximum attainable
pressure is ∼8 Tbar. Figure 4(a) shows the total plasma pres-
sure and the magnetic pressure across the ultradense bunch at
t = 2 fs (y = 5.2 µm). The profile agrees with the simulation
with R0 = 15 nm and I0 = 0.11 MA as depicted by the green
line. The magnetic pressure increases linearly from the center
to r = R0 ∼ 15 nm, where the plasma and magnetic pressures
are in equilibrium and then fall off by 1/r. The total plasma
pressure at the center is approximately 4× the magnetic pres-
sure at r = R0. Figure 4(b) shows the plasma pressure force
−∇p and the magnetic pressure force −∇pB. Each pressure
at r � R0 produces a radially outward force. Nevertheless, the
magnetic pressure is less than the plasma pressure and insuf-
ficient to confine the ultradense bunch. The confinement force
is attributed to the mechanical tension of the magnetic field
line. The pressure balance for the ultradense bunch is evident
in Fig. 4(c), where the total plasma and magnetic pressure
forces are approximately equal to the magnetic tension force.

C. Relativistic transparency regime

In the RT regime, the electron plasma is confined longitudi-
nally to form layers separated by half wavelength. Figure 5(a)
shows the total plasma pressure along the center of the sim-
ulation box, with the ponderomotive pressure. The maxima
of the plasma pressure are located at the minima of the pon-
deromotive pressure. Here, the maximum plasma pressure is
40 Tbar, 5× higher than the z pinch. The longitudinal con-
finement or the ponderomotive pressure is attributed to the
J × B heating [35] which operates in the RT regime, where J
is the electron current due to the laser electric field, E (y, t ) =
E0(y)x̂ sin(ωLt ), E0(y) is the longitudinal laser profile, and
B is the laser magnetic field. This longitudinal force is fy ∝
−∂E2

0 (y)/∂y × (1 − cos 2ωLt )ŷ, where the cycle average is
the ponderomotive force. The second term explains the forma-
tion of the plasma layers separated by a λL/2 interval or 2ωL

frequency. The compression force is acting from both sides
of each layer as evident in Fig. 5(b). For an opaque plasma,

FIG. 5. (a) The lineout of the total plasma pressure ptotal and
ponderomotive pressure ppond at t = 2 fs and x = 0.25 µm. The max-
imum pressure due to RT is up to ∼40 Tbar, 5× of the z pinch.
(b) The oscillating ponderomotive forces, which show the compres-
sion toward each plasma layer.

the 2ωL fast electron bunches are generated at the tip of the
nanowire without exhibiting periodic density layers [31]. The
ponderomotive pressure can be readily obtained as ppond =
ε0ne/(4ncr ) × E2

0 (1 − cos 2ωLt ), such that the force per unit
volume is Fy = ne fy = −∇ppond. If the ratio ne/ncr is set to
�a0/

√
2 for a relativistically transparent plasma, one can then

obtain the upper limit of pressure as ppond < (mc2/2
√

2)a3
0ncr

or in an engineering formula as ppond < 0.32a3
0/λ

2
L,µm Gbar,

where λL,µm is the laser wavelength in micrometers. The
maximum possible pressure is depending only on the laser
parameters. For a0 = 215, the maximum possible pressure in
RT can be up to p < 5 Pbar. To increase the maximum plasma
pressure in the RT regime, the nanowire can be irradiated with
a higher laser intensity or frequency-doubled/tripled laser.
However, it remains unclear whether the radiation loss via
the effects of radiation reaction would be the limiting factor.
In addition, enlarging both the length and diameter of the
nanowire would expand the high-pressure volume, but they
are limited by the laser spot size and Rayleigh length. These
details are of interest and can be studied further in the future.

We note that the plasma layers are absent for a circularly
polarized laser pulse, where the term consisting of 2ωL van-
ishes. The plasma layers are not formed as shown in Fig. 6.
The maximum attainable plasma pressure is also lower for a
CP laser with a pressure cavity formed at the center along the
nanowire.

FIG. 6. The comparison of electron pressure generated by using
linearly polarized (LP) and circularly polarized (CP) laser pulses.
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FIG. 7. The transition between the z-pinch instability regime and
the stable RT regime. Longitudinal cross section in the y-z plane for
magnetic field component Bx and electron density ne for (a) a0 = 20,
(b) a0 = 60, and (c) a0 = 215 at t = 44 fs. The black lines are the
boundaries of the relativistic critical density γ ncr .

D. Instabilities

At lower laser intensities, the plasma instabilities dominate
as shown in Fig. 7(a). A series of simulations with different
laser intensities were performed. For a0 = 20, the pinching
begins at a slower rate, and the instability develops after
the laser pulse ends. The magnetic field imbalance displaces
the nanowire and forms the kink instability, which is clearly
shown in Fig. 7(a) by the kink in Bx and electron density.
However, the laser field could not penetrate the plasma and
the instabilities are preserved (see also SM Fig. S1 [34]). For
a0 = 60 [Fig. 7(b)], the pinching begins at a faster rate, and
the instability does not form due to the stronger laser field.
The strong ponderomotive force pushes the relativistic criti-
cal density surface (ne ∼ 42ncr) forward and the transparent
plasma is left behind forming high-pressure layers. Part of the
laser field is reflected off the critical surface and undergoes
a redshift. For higher laser intensities, this process occurred
at a faster rate where the z pinch ended and formed multiple
plasma layers, as depicted in Fig. 7(c). In this regime, we
see stable modulating layers lasting >20 fs and resulting in
pressure >10 Tbar (see also SM Figs. S2 and S3 [34]). It
is of interest to gain insight into how the pressure changes
with the laser intensity. We compare the temporal evolution
of the total average pressure for different laser intensities in
Fig. 8 up to 100 fs of interaction time. The pressure rise time
becomes shorter with increasing laser intensities. The z pinch
typically begins at t < 0. The pressure increment is slower
for a0 = 20 and reaches 0.1 Tbar at t = 20 fs. After that, the
kink instability dominates and the pressure gradually reduces.

FIG. 8. The evolution of total average pressure for different laser
intensities.

For a0 = 40, 60, and 80 the pressure increases to 0.4, 0.9, and
1.4 Tbar, respectively, and remains constant for about 20 fs.
At this point, the plasma layers start to form, and their pressure
exceeds the z pinch. An even higher average pressure can
be obtained when the laser intensity is further increased to
a0 = 100 and 120, approaching 2.4 Tbar. The total average
pressure at a0 = 215 reaches 4 Tbar. The FWHM duration of
the ultra-high pressure is roughly 100 fs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, 40 Tbar pressures are predicted when an
aligned nanowires are irradiated with a laser in the RT regime.
The periodic pressure structure stretches the full 5 µm length
of the nanowire and lasts for the full duration of the laser
pulse. The RT regime removes the limit on the maximum
attainable pressure, as well as the limiting spatial instabilities
associated with the nanoscale z pinch. This regime could
extend the maximum pressures attainable in the laboratory
beyond Tbar. The regime opens the possibility to obtain ultra-
high pressure that could not be achieved by using z pinch for
the studies in microscale nuclear fusion, and warm dense mat-
ter, as well as extending the equation of state research to the
subpetabar regime. The simulation results also provide insight
into the pressure sustainability at different laser intensities
for optimization in microscale nuclear fusion experiments.
To our knowledge, these results provide clear evidence of
the existence of regimes different from the existing z pinch
when the nanowire array is irradiated at sufficiently high laser
intensities. Although the pinching mechanism is similar to
the ones in the Sandia-type large z-pinch machine [36], the
nanowire is special for the deep penetration depth, which
allows the switching between different regimes by increasing
the laser intensities to the RT regime.
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